2002
®

Making a statement.
Moving you to respond.
Touching your senses in every detail.
The 2002 Pace Arrow...there’s nothing else like it.

EXPERIENCE

Everything is designed to excite you. To move you.

A NEW BEGINNING

To impress your sense of enjoyment.

What happens when you change your outlook? Start fresh? Set your course in
a different direction and commit to building a motor home that sets industry
standards in luxury, innovation and quality? Certainly Fleetwood has proven its
position once again as the leader in an industry where other manufacturers have
lost the vision. And the results are nothing short of spectacular. Introducing the
2002 Pace Arrow; truly the pinnacle of gas-powered motor homes on the road
today. Starting with a clean slate, every component, detail and standard feature
beckons you to let your senses guide your way. From its newly restyled exterior
to its amazing list of standard features found only
Available in two beautiful interior decor choices,
Slate and Sand, the living area with flush floor slide
is a showcase of impeccable details. The freestanding
dinette is an artistic blend of patina metal, designer
fabrics and sophisticated glass work.

in the new Pace Arrow, it’s a motor home that will
truly touch you with its attention to detail, design
and craftsmanship. The all new 2002 Pace Arrow—
there’s nothing else like it.

STUNNING. BREATHTAKING. ELEGANT.

The living room slide features
an optional fixed dinette,
surrounded by impressive
views where you can enjoy
quiet conversations or
a gourmet meal.

The sizeable stainless steel sink
is equipped with a single-lever
chrome faucet with pull out
spray, soap dispenser and
Corian® covers to maximize
preparation area.

The large GE ® convection oven
is accented in stainless steel and
features a built-in rangehood.

Incredible. The galley stands alone as an impressive display of form and functionality.
The repositioned entry door adds to its spaciousness and additional countertop space,
while sculpted stainless cabinet pulls hint at its contemporary architecture. Beautiful
Corian® countertops complement a huge, double stainless steel sink and an abundance of
richly finished wood cabinets and drawers. We even included a freestanding coffeemaker
Convenience is around every
corner. A detachable ironing
board affixes to the cutting
board area and stows neatly
away in the cedar-lined
hallway wardrobe.

and designer paper towel holder, touches you won’t find in other brands. Welcome to
a world where nothing has been overlooked when it comes to your enjoyment.

Now’s your moment. To reflect. To relax. To find those special moments that make you truly happy.
We know a special place. It’s right in front of you.

Amazing. Step through the hallway past the lavy with its touch of stainless steel
elegance and warm decor. On your right is an impressive cedar-lined wardrobe
complete with wire shelf, DustBuster ® and laundry bag, and in front of you, the incredible master
bedroom. Spend a moment in front of the specially-selected Ansel Adams print that evokes the spirit
of the outdoors. The overall mood is set in a style of simple elegance and comfort. The finest
furnishings and finishes complement an array of standard features such as large cabinets and

The Ultraleather ™ j-lounge sofa
and coffee table set an intimate
mood for an enjoyable evening.

Corian® vanity and nightstand countertops. Designer lighting sets a mood of elegance while
watching the 20" TV or listening to the
Panasonic® CD/clock radio. And the
Converse in complete
comfort in the fully
adjustable recliner
covered in Ultraleather™.
There’s also a beautiful
cherry-finished wine
and storage cabinet
conveniently close by.

slide-out accommodates a queen bed with
pillowtop mattress covered in a tastefully
finished fabric spread, headboard, and
window valances. Exquisite.
The elegant lavy is distinguished
by Corian® countertops, stainless
steel sink, nickel-finished faucet,
towel bar, rings and hooks. You'll
also find a single-lever shower
control with chrome hose and
full size shower head.

The large cedar-lined wardrobe
features a wire shelf, laundry bag
and DustBuster.® It also stores
the removable ironing board.

Warm wood cabinetry provides
an abundance of storage room
as well as a Corian® vanity and
20" Panasonic ® TV.

2002 INTERIOR AND
EXTERIOR COLOR OPTIONS

®
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Spend time away from civilization.

FINISHED

TO PERFECTION

Each of the captain’s chairs are
finished in Ultraleather™ with
convenient pockets placed
strategically for your cell
phone, glasses and maps.

But enjoy life close to elements that make your stay one to remember.

Overhead a Panasonic® home theater
entertainment system can be found
with DVD and superspeakers.
The large 27" television can be
enjoyed from anywhere in the
main living quarters.
The dash area commands the driver’s attention with every component
ergonomically situated for driving comfort. Here you’ll have access
to the Visteon® Double DIN Radio, back-up camera and ICC switch—
all surrounded in a molded, custom designed instrument panel.

Finely finished details are everywhere
awaiting your exploration.

FLEETWOOD RV

WE MAKE DREAMS COME TRUE

For over 50 years, we at Fleetwood
have understood that people love
the freedom and independence
an RV provides. As a pioneer in the
RV industry, Fleetwood is synonymous
with outdoor recreation, and over the last half-century, we’ve
grown to become the largest manufacturer of recreational
vehicles in the world. This growth was inspired by the simple
credo of Fleetwood’s founder—to build great value into practical
products that work hard for the consumer—a philosophy fully
embraced by every Fleetwood associate to this day.
Go to any campground, state park or auto race and chances
are that there will be more Fleetwood RVs present than units
from any other manufacturer. Over two million vacations
a year are taken in Fleetwood RVs, vacations that represent
the dreams of RV owners. That’s a great number of dreams
to live up to. Yet, year after year, Fleetwood comes through.
That’s why we remain the number one RV manufacturer
in the world—we make the dreams of our customers
come true.

www.fleetwoodrv.com
Visit our website to find a dealer near you
or learn more about other Fleetwood products.
Or call us toll-free at 1-800-444-4905.
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